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microsoft office professional plus contains all the features of its business and enterprise editions
plus word mailmerge, a powerful tool for merging and manipulating data between documents. it
includes a document library that lets you create a folder where you can store and easily access all
your files (documents, presentations, spreadsheets, and so on), and a component store that lets
you easily add features to your office application. the component store also lets you put the
different document types in different folders so you can better manage them. the underlying
technology for office 2016 is also the foundation of word, excel, powerpoint, and onenote in office
365. the cloud version of office 365 is a subscription service where you pay for a set amount of
storage on onedrive for cloud-based document storage, as well as other features, such as web-
based email and the ability to share documents with other users. but theres another side to office,
and its that of the people who simply love to use it. these are people who find it easy to learn, who
are comfortable manipulating the huge variety of features it offers, and who can customize their
software to suit their own work habits. these people arent always the most productive or efficient,
but they enjoy working in an environment that lets them do so. if you are one of these people, you
may find that the new version of office does too much for you. you may be fine with the new
version, but you might want to consider if it really offers anything worthwhile for you. im not
arguing that office 2015 and 2019 are bad products. they do a lot of stuff that makes them easy for
home users to work with. just be aware that if youd rather spend your time playing with new
features than using your copy of office for its intended purpose, youre not alone, but you might find
that you dont need it. it depends on what your priorities are. what are your interests? what are your
goals? do you want a flashy, do-everything environment, or do you prefer a more traditional,
streamlined experience?
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one of the most annoying things about earlier versions of office was the way it could try to make
you upgrade to microsoft 365. i know the 365 subscription costs less than office home and student,

but as soon as i upgraded to office professional, i started getting messages about the 365
subscription. fortunately, this doesnt happen in office professional 2021, where you can select a

perpetual license instead of a subscription. you can also buy office 365 at retail prices, and not at
microsoft prices, of course. but you can find many office 365 editions at retail prices, and you can

certainly get office professional 2021 at the prices youd find in the retail channel. how to control the
office ribbon explains how you can control the ribbon tab. for those who prefer a single, common
platform, office 2021 is the winner. thanks to the extensive cross-platform compatibility with its
cross-platform components -- primarily its cloud-based office web apps -- you can use your office

documents on your iphone and ipad, as well as the web. owa is also a simple-to-use online
document editor that makes it easy to work collaboratively without the need for any special server
software. even better, owa can be used in a browser, so you can save and open documents on the

web without having to install any extra software. with its new features like onenote integration,
microsofts office productivity suite also offers a way to manage and share information easily. office

2021 is not without its flaws. the biggest issue is that it requires a new computer to install, and
while the office 365 subscription will be included for new installs, it is not included for upgrades.

also, i thought the new 64-bit version was coming with the 2021 release, and it wasnt. thats not a
huge issue, but it would be nice to have the option of the new version. that said, theres no reason
you cant upgrade to office 2016 from a previous version, and that includes office 2011, which is an

excellent version of the suite. if youre starting out, however, and you can afford to spend a few
hundred dollars on a new computer, you may want to wait until the 2021 release. 5ec8ef588b
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